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“Happy Birthday, America” 

This is my annual “Happy Birthday, America” report, a tribute to Independence Day, because Wednesday our nation celebrates its 242nd birthday. Yet, it was 
actually on July 2nd when America broke from Great Britain. Two days later, the Declaration of Independence was signed, which is why we celebrate the 
occasion on the 4th of July. I always commemorate the day by rereading the lyrics from the “Star-Spangled Banner” in honor of our forefathers’ courage. 
While most citizens know the first stanza of said anthem, few know the other three. Nor do they know the history leading up to the crafting of its words. 

The year was 1812, and the United States was at war with England over freedom of the seas. It was a tumultuous time, as Great Britain was struggling with 
Napoleon’s invasion of Russia. In 1814, however, Napoleon was beaten and England turned its attention to the United States. While many naval battles were 
fought, the fight eventually centered on the central part of the U.S. as the British attempted to split this country in half. Washington, D.C. was taken, and then 
the Brits “marched” toward Baltimore, where a mere 1,000 patriots manned the cannons at Fort McHenry, whose guns controlled the harbor. If Baltimore 
was to “fall,” the British would have to take Fort McHenry. The attack commenced on the morning of September 13, 1814, as 19 British ships began pounding 
the fort with rockets and mortar shells. After an initial exchange of fire, the Brits withdrew to just outside the range of Fort McHenry’s cannons and continued 
their bombardment for the next 25 hours. Surprisingly, on board one of the British ships was 35-year-old poet-lawyer Francis Scott Key, who was there 
arguing for the release of Dr. William Beanes, a prisoner of the British. Even though the captain agreed to the release, the two Americans were required to 
stay aboard until the attack on Baltimore was over. It was now the night of September 13 as the bombardment continued. As twilight deepened, Key and 
Beanes saw the American flag flying over Fort McHenry.  And, as reprised by famed author Isaac Asimov: 

Through the night, they heard bombs bursting and saw the red glare of rockets. They knew the fort 
was resisting and the American flag was still flying. But toward morning, the bombardment ceased, 
and a dread silence fell. Either Fort McHenry had surrendered and the British flag flew above it, or 
the bombardment had failed and the American flag still flew. As dawn began to brighten the eastern 
sky, Key and Beanes stared out at the fort, trying to see which flag flew over it. He and the physician 
must have asked each other over and over, ‘Can you see the flag?’ 

After it was all finished, Key wrote a four stanza poem telling the events of the night. Called ‘The 
Defense of Fort McHenry,’ it was published in newspapers and swept the nation. Someone noted that 
the words fit an old English tune called, ‘To Anacreon in Heaven’ – a difficult melody with an 
uncomfortably large vocal range. For obvious reasons, Key's work became known as ‘The Star 
Spangled Banner,’ and in 1931 Congress declared it the official anthem of the United States. 

Text continues on page 3 
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Jeffrey Saut 
 

“Happy Birthday, America” 
Continued from page 1 

 
Now that you know the story, here are the words. Presumably, the old doctor is speaking. This is what he asks Key: 
 

Oh! say, can you see, by the dawn's early light, 
What so proudly we hailed at the twilight's last gleaming? 
Whose broad stripes and bright stars, through the perilous fight, 
O'er the ramparts we watched were so gallantly streaming? 
And the rocket's red glare, the bombs bursting in air, 
Gave proof thro' the night that our flag was still there. 
Oh! say, does that star-spangled banner yet wave, 
O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave? 

(‘Ramparts,’ in case you don't know, are the protective walls or other elevations that surround a fort.)  
 
The first stanza asks a question. The second gives an answer: 
 

On the shore, dimly seen thro' the mist of the deep 
Where the foe's haughty host in dread silence reposes, 
What is that which the breeze, o'er the towering steep 
As it fitfully blows, half conceals, half discloses? 
Now it catches the gleam of the morning's first beam, 
In full glory reflected, now shines on the stream. 
'Tis the star-spangled banner. Oh! long may it wave 
O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave! 

 
 

Continued on next page 
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Jeffrey Saut 
 

“Happy Birthday, America” 
‘The towering steep’ is, again, the ramparts. The bombardment has failed, and the British can do nothing more but sail away, their mission a failure. In 
the third stanza, I feel Key allows himself to gloat over the American triumph. In the aftermath of the bombardment, Key probably was in no mood to 
act otherwise? During World War I, when the British were our staunchest allies, this third stanza was not sung. However, I know it, so here it is: 
 

And where is that band who so vauntingly swore 
That the havoc of war and the battle's confusion 
A home and a country should leave us no more? 
Their blood has washed out their foul footstep's pollution. 
And where is that band who so vauntingly swore 
That the havoc of war and the battle's confusion 
A home and a country should leave us no more? 
Their blood has washed out their foul footstep's pollution. 
No refuge could save the hireling and slave 
From the terror of flight, or the gloom of the grave, 
And the star-spangled banner in triumph doth wave 
O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave. 

 
(The fourth stanza, a pious hope for the future, should be sung more slowly than the other three and with even deeper feeling): 
 

Oh! thus be it ever, when freemen shall stand 
Between their loved homes and the war's desolation, 
Blest with victory and peace, may the Heaven - rescued land 
Praise the Power that hath made and preserved us a nation. 
Then conquer we must, for our cause is just, 
And this be our motto --"In God is our trust." 
And the star-spangled banner in triumph doth wave 
O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave. 

 

I hope you will look at the national anthem with new eyes. Listen to it, the next time you have a chance, with new ears. Pay attention to the words. 
And don't let them ever take it away . . . not even one. 
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Jeffrey Saut 
 

“Happy Birthday, America” 
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Economic & Market Update 

Equity Markets/Technical Analysis Monetary Policy, Inflation, FX U.S. Economy Global Economy 

 Market Outlook – Recent action has not 
been great, but market’s underpinnings 
look strong. Most averages remain 
above February lows, but fears of back-
and-forth trade retaliation are likely to 
keep volatility in place. A strong 2Q 
earnings season could be catalyst. 

 S&P 500 Earnings 
2Q estimated earnings growth for S&P 
500 is 19%. Highest since 2Q11 
(19.5%). Sales growth rate for 2Q18 is 
8.7% (up from 7.9% on March 31).  
All 11 sectors are expected to report 
year-over-year growth in earnings. 
Seven sectors are expected to report 
double-digit earnings growth, led by 
the Energy, Materials, and Information 
Technology sectors. 

S&P 500 Earnings estimates*  
2018 - $157.58, 2019 - $174.96 
Current P/E: 2018 – 17.2x, 2019 – 
15.2x  
De minimis change to 
estimates/valuations from May 

S&P 500 
Key support: 2698, 2672, 2650, 2637, 
2594 
Key resistance: 2745, 2789, 2815, 
2850 

Sectors 
Overweight: Information Technology, 
Financials, Healthcare, Industrials, Energy 
Equal Weight: Consumer Discretionary 
Underweight: Consumer Staples, 
Materials Utilities, Real Estate, Telecom 
Note: Materials downgraded on trade 
concerns 

 FOMC Raises Rates (June 13 policy meeting) - As 
expected, the FOMC raised the federal funds target range 
by 25 bp (to 1.75-2.00%). Revised dots show officials mostly 
divided in whether there will be one or two more rate 
increases in 2018. Signaling a more hawkish tone, the 
FOMC took out a major chunk of policy statement, losing 
its forward guidance (gradual rate increases) and its 
expectations of below-normal policy. 

 Personal Income and Spending/PCE Price Index 
(Bureau of Economic Analysis) - Personal spending 
rose less than expected (median forecast: +0.4%). 
Inflation-adjusted consumer spending (69% of GDP) was 
flat (+2.3% y/y). Core inflation (PCE Price Index ex-food 
& energy) is now at Fed’s 2% goal.  Fed policymakers 
have signaled a tolerance for above-2% for a while, but 
news is consistent with further gradual increases in 
short-term interest rates in the quarters ahead. 

 Consumer Price Index/Producer Price Index: 
CPI (June 12) – The CPI was up 2.8% from a year ago (vs. 
+2.5% y/y in April). Inflation, while moderate, has offset 
all of gain in avg. hourly earnings over the last 12 
months – implying limited fuel for consumer spending 
growth. 
PPI (June 13) – The headline figures (Ex-food & energy) 
rose 0.3% (median forecast: +0.2%) and were higher 
than expected, reflecting higher gasoline prices and 
wider margins for wholesalers and retailers.  While there 
is little sign of inflation in goods at the consumer level 
(CPI goods ex-food & energy reported at -0.3% y/y), the 
PPI data have continued to show a buildup in pipeline 
inflation pressures. 

 Exchange rates (June 29) 

EUR/USD$1.165 - unch  

GBP/USD $1.315 - ↓ 

USD/JPY ¥110.76 - ↑ 

USD/CAD $1.318 - ↑ 

 Real GDP – 3rd Estimate 1Q18 (Bureau of 
Economic Analysis) - Real GDP was revised 
down again in the third estimate to 2.0% 
from 2.2% (and 2.3% in the advance 
estimate). Consumer spending growth was 
lackluster (appears to have picked up in 
2Q18).  Business fixed investment was 
moderately strong.  Equipment spending 
slowed.  A narrower trade deficit is 
expected to add significantly to GDP 
growth in 2Q18 (advance estimate due  

July 27).  

 Retail Sales (Census Bureau) – Retail 
sales were stronger than expected in May 
(+0.8% vs. median forecast +0.4%), with 
upward revisions to the two previous 
months, putting consumer spending 
growth on a stronger track in 2Q18.  Not 
a big surprise, following soft results for 
1Q18, but does imply upward revisions to 
forecasts of 2Q18 GDP growth. 

 Industrial Production (Federal Reserve) – 
An auto plant fire pushed the headline 
figures lower, but factory output was 
lackluster otherwise.  Monthly 
manufacturing figures have been choppy 
this year, but trend remains moderately 
strong.  Energy exploration continued to 
recover and extraction is going full tilt. 

 May Employment Report (Bureau of 
Labor Statistics) – Nonfarm Payrolls rose 
by 223,000 in the initial estimate for May 
(median forecast: +190,000). Upward 
(+15,000) revision to previous two 
months. Three-month trend +178,000. 
The Unemployment Rate fell to 3.8% 
(median forecast: 3.9%). 

 U.S.- China trade – The U.S. 
Trade Representative’s list of 
investment restriction/export 
controls will be announced 
tomorrow (June 30). Next 
Friday, July 6, will see the 10% 
tariff on $50B in Chinese goods 
(mostly industrial) go into 
effect.  Further $200B (mostly 
consumer) has been 
announced. President Trump 
signals another $200B if China 
responds in kind. 

 ECB Policy Statement – 
European Central Bank 
President Mario Draghi’s 
policy statement signals an 
end to QE. Saying asset 
purchases are expected to be 
reduced in September and 
end in December, while short-
term interest rates will remain 
low “at least through the 
summer of 2019.”  

 Bank of England (BOE) 
Monetary Policy Decision 
(June 21) – Benchmark 0.5% 
rate stayed in place, but the 
vote split narrowed with 
three governors voting for 
immediate 0.25% increase.  
This leaves the door open for 
a raise in August. Likewise, 
members voted to change 
guidance on reducing QE – 
key interest rate of 2% moved 
to 1.5%. 

Source: FactSet, Bloomberg, Raymond James Research. S&P 500 earnings estimates are bottom-up operating earnings as of 6/20/18 market close, provided by Standard & Poor’s. 
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Andrew Adams 

The Range Remains 
The S&P 500 has put some distance between it and its lows for the year, but overall it remains in a clearly defined trading 
range. The sideways channel is particularly noticeable when using a line chart based on daily closing prices. Only a 
breakout above or below the critical lines will provide an indication of where the index may go next. 

 
Source: Stockcharts.com. 
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Andrew Adams 

A 20% Correction Seems Unlikely 
There has been a perceptible increase in concern lately by many investors based on the questions we have received. 
Moreover, a few large firms and funds have come out with some pretty bearish calls in recent weeks, yet we continue to 
think a significant drop is unlikely given the strong earnings and lack of recession red flags. There should be some heavy 
technical support, too, in the S&P 500’s 2400-2600 zone that would hopefully help prevent any major damage should the 
index return down there. 

 
Source: Stockcharts.com. 
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Andrew Adams 

Financials in Danger 
One cause for concern, though, has been the performance of the Financial sector. Considering it was up almost 30% from 
September to late January, some pause or pullback was to be expected, yet the action in the Financials has been 
disappointing to say the least. The group is now in danger of breaking down through a major support zone and doing so 
would have the look of a possible topping pattern. Therefore, a rally needs to happen now to return the Financials back 
up above the support. 

 
Source: Stockcharts.com. 
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Andrew Adams 

Industrials Having Problems Too 
It’s a very similar case for the Industrials, which have been one of the obvious losers in the trade policy stand-off. We 
really want the nearby support to hold; otherwise, the odds of a more significant top increase. 

 
Source: Stockcharts.com. 
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Andrew Adams 

Dollar Close to Resuming Uptrend 
We have written previously that it looks like there has been a “polarity flip” in the U.S. Dollar Index back to the upside, 
meaning higher levels are more likely than lower levels. The index has paused recently in the 93-95 area, but it’s now 
very close to breaking out above 95. If that occurs, there does not appear to be much obvious resistance again until just 
under 98. 

 
Source: Stockcharts.com. 
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Andrew Adams 

Concern About Higher Rates Has Abated 
The ongoing trade turmoil and global investors flocking to the safety of U.S. treasuries have combined to help stop the 
rise in the 10-Year yield. It failed to recapture 3.0% a couple of weeks ago and now looks set to test 2.70%-2.75% once 
again. 

 
Source: Stockcharts.com. 
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Andrew Adams 

10/2 Spread Continues to Flatten 
The spread between the 10 and 2 Year U.S. Treasury yields continues to shrink, but we still believe it’s a little too early to 
be overly concerned about this flattening. Yes, it is true that recessions are generally preceded by an inversion of the 
yield curve, but we do not yet have an inversion and even if we do get one, historically it’s usually been at least a year or 
two afterward that a recession follows. Meanwhile, the stock market has done fairly well over the last 40 years when the 
curve was as flat as it is now. 

 
Source: Stockcharts.com. 
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Andrew Adams 

Commodities Have Slumped 
Commodities appear to have been another recent casualty of the trade war. Several weeks ago it appeared we were 
getting a major breakout in the Bloomberg Commodity Index, but there has been a quick reversal and the index has now 
closed below a few key support lines. These lines should now act as resistance on any rally attempt, but we do feel 
commodities are now hitting levels where they should at least attempt such a rally. 

 
Source: Stockcharts.com 
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Andrew Adams 

Europe Weak, But Hanging in There 
World markets have generally been hit harder than U.S. markets due to the trade turmoil, but the STOXX Europe 600 is 
actually still hanging in there all things considered. It has retreated back down to the mid-point of the trading range it’s 
been in since early last year, but it’s not yet testing the major support at the lower end of that range that would be of 
major concern. 

 
Source: Stockcharts.com 
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Andrew Adams 

China in Trouble 
Chinese markets have been a clear loser of the trade war so far. The Shanghai Composite Index is in a steady downtrend 
and is not yet showing signs of forming some sort of bottom. Until such signs are seen, Chinese investments are likely to 
remain under pressure. 

 
Source: Stockcharts.com 
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Andrew Adams 

TSX Composite False Breakout? 
It may have been missed amongst the focus on tariffs, but Canada’s TSX Composite Index just broke out to new all-time 
highs just last week. However, this week the index has pulled back under the breakout point, negating some of that 
positive move. A false breakout like this very often leads to additional downside, so monitor Canadian positions closely in 
the near term. 

 
Source: Stockcharts.com 
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Scott Brown 

The Economy in Brief 

Recent data suggest that the U.S. economy continues to expand at a moderately strong pace, although 
labor market constraints are expected to be binding in the quarters ahead.  Real GDP growth likely picked 
up in 2Q18 (advance estimate due July 27), following a “soft” 1Q18.  However, annual benchmark 
revisions may shift recent growth figures around. 

The Federal Reserve raised short-term interest rates again in June and also dropped its forward guidance 
(the conditional commitment to keep rates low for “for some time”).  Growth is seen as beyond a long-
term sustainable pace (we know that because the unemployment rate is falling).  Fed officials still see the 
current stance as “accommodative” and expect conditions to warrant further gradual increase in the 
quarters ahead.  Still, Fed policy decisions will remain data-dependent. 

Tariffs on $50 billion in Chinese goods (mostly industrial inputs) are set to go into effect on July 6.  Further 
tariff increases on another $200 billion in Chinese goods (mostly consumer goods, to be taken in 
retaliation against Chinese retaliation against U.S. tariffs) would presumably follow sometime later.  Firms 
are already indicating adverse effects from trade policy uncertainty, and it’s difficult to say when this will 
end. 
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Scott Brown 

Trade Policy  

 

Increased tariffs against U.S. imports… 

1. do little to “save” U.S. jobs 

2. raise input costs 

3. are an indirect tax on U.S. consumers and businesses 

4. invite retaliatory tariffs against U.S. exports 

5. could lead to a broader trade war 

6. disrupt supply chains 

7. create greater uncertainty for global investment 

Trade quotas have the same drawbacks, but don’t generate tax revenue 

Note that the corporate tax cuts also benefit foreign firms doing business in the U.S. 
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Scott Brown 

The Fed Expects GDP Growth to Slow Next Year 
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Scott Brown 

The Unemployment Rate is Expected to Fall a Bit Further 
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Scott Brown 

Inflation is Seen Edging a Bit Above the Fed’s 2% Goal 
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Scott Brown 

Fed Officials Remain Divided on Whether There Will be Three or Four Rate Increases in 2018 
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Scott Brown 

Fed Policy Outlook 

 
“The Committee expects that further gradual increases in the target range for the federal funds rate will be 
consistent with sustained expansion of economic activity, strong labor market conditions, and inflation near 
the Committee's symmetric 2 percent objective over the medium term…  The stance of monetary policy 
remains accommodative, thereby supporting strong labor market conditions and a sustained return to 2 
percent inflation.” 

            - FOMC Policy statement (June 13) 

In its policy statement, the FOMC removed its forward guidance (the conditional commitment to keep short-
term rates low “for some time”): 

“The FOMC will carefully monitor actual and expected inflation developments relative to its symmetric inflation 
goal. The Committee expects that economic conditions will evolve in a manner that will warrant further 
gradual increases in the federal funds rate; the federal funds rate is likely to remain, for some time, below 
levels that are expected to prevail in the longer run. However, the actual path of the federal funds rate will 
depend on the economic outlook as informed by incoming data.” 

Fed policy decisions will remain data-dependent. 

“The economy is doing very well. Most people who want to find jobs are finding them, and unemployment and 
inflation are low. Interest rates have been low for some years while the economy has been recovering from the 
financial crisis… We think that gradually returning interest rates to a more normal level as the economy 
strengthens is the best way the Fed can help sustain an environment in which American households and 
businesses can thrive. 

“As Chairman, I hope to foster a public conversation about what the Fed is doing to support a strong and 
resilient economy. And one practical step in doing so is to have a press conference like this after every one of 
our scheduled FOMC meetings. And we’re going to do that beginning in January. 

“We are aware that raising rates too slowly might raise the risk that monetary policy would need to tighten 
abruptly down the road in response to an unexpectedly sharp increase in inflation or financial excesses, 
jeopardizing the economic expansion. Conversely, if we raise interest rates too rapidly, the economy could 
weaken, and inflation could continue to run persistently below our objective.” 

– Fed Chairman Jerome Powell Press Conference (June 13) 
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Scott Brown 

Job Growth has Remained Strong, but is Expected to Slow 
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Scott Brown 

Consumer Confidence is High (but Spending is Driven More by Income,  
Wealth, and the Ability to Borrow) 
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Scott Brown 

Job Market Perceptions Are Robust 
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Scott Brown 

Nominal Wage Growth Edging Up; Real Wage Growth is Flat 
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Scott Brown 

Retail Sales Picked Up Into 2Q18 
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Scott Brown 

Growth in Capital Spending Appears to Have Slowed 
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Scott Brown 

Factory Output Has Been Mixed, but Moderate 
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Scott Brown 

Energy Exploration Has Continued to Recover 
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Scott Brown 

Housing Has Been Uneven, but Year-Over-Year Gains Are Strong 
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Scott Brown 

The Unemployment Rate Has Fallen Further 
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Scott Brown 

Consumer Price Inflation Has Picked Up 
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Scott Brown 

Economic 
Indicator 

Status Comments 

Growth  
GDP growth is expected to have picked up in 2Q18, but that partly reflects a rebound from a “soft” 1Q18.  The pace of growth is likely to 

moderate in the second half of the year, partly reflecting labor market constraints. 

Employment  
Nonfarm payrolls have continued to rise at a moderately strong pace.  The unemployment rate has fallen further.  Shortages of skilled 

labor have been noted in a number of industries. 

Consumer 
Spending  

Job gains, wage growth, and tax cuts have been supportive.  Spending momentum picked up into 2Q18.  However, higher gasoline prices 
have reduced purchasing power relative to a year ago. 

Business 
Investment  

Sentiment remains strong, but business fixed investment is expected to be somewhat slower this year (despite corporate tax cuts). 

Manufacturing  
New orders and production have been mixed, but the pace has been generally lackluster-to-moderate.  Trade tariffs are a concern. 

Housing and 
Construction  

Builders continue to note supply constraints (lack of skilled labor, higher costs).  Demand remains strong.  Home prices have continued to 
rise, making affordability an important issue. 

Inflation  
Increased tariffs will add to commodity price pressures.  Wage gains are moderate.  Consumer price inflation is closer to the Fed’s goal. 

Monetary 
Policy  

Fed policy “remains accommodative” (according to the June 13 FOMC statement), but is close to neutral.  The Fed is expected to raise 
rates further, partly in an attempt to move the unemployment rate higher. 

Long-Term 
Interest Rates  

A strengthening economy and increased government borrowing would normally send bond yields higher.  However, trade policy 
concerns and geopolitical risks have led to a flight to safety. 

Fiscal Policy  
Tax cuts and added spending are expected to provide support for the economy in the near term, but budget deficits are projected to be a 

lot higher and there’s limited scope to counter a recession if needed. 

The Dollar  
Trade policy conflicts and concerns about global economic risks have led to a flight to safety. 

Rest of the 
World  

The global economic outlook was strong at the start of the year.  However, supply chain disruptions and Fed rate increases have negative 
impacts on emerging economies.  Italy and Brexit are concerns in Europe. 
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Scott Brown 

Key Calendar Dates 

 

 July 2 ISM Manufacturing Index (June) 

 July 4 Independence Day (markets closed) 

 July 5 ISM Non-Manufacturing Index (June) 

  FOMC Minutes (June 12-13) 

 July 6 Employment Report (June) 

 July 11 Producer Price Index (June) 

 July 12  Consumer Price Index (June) 

 July 16  Retail Sales (June) 

 July 17  Industrial Production (June) 

 July 18  Building Permits, Housing Starts (June) 

  Fed Beige Book 

 July 26  Durable Goods Orders (June) 

 July 27  Real GDP (advance estimate for 2Q18 + benchmark revisions) 

 July 31  Employment Cost Index (2Q18) 

 August 1  FOMC Policy Decision (no Powell press conference) 

 August 3  Employment Report (July) 

 September 26  FOMC Policy Decision (Powell press conference) 
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Important Investor Disclosures 
Raymond James & Associates (RJA) is a FINRA member firm and is responsible for the preparation and distribution of research created in the United States. Raymond James & Associates is 
located at The Raymond James Financial Center, 880 Carillon Parkway, St. Petersburg, FL 33716, (727) 567-1000. Non-U.S. affiliates, which are not FINRA member firms, include the 
following entities that are responsible for the creation and distribution of research in their respective areas: in Canada, Raymond James Ltd. (RJL), Suite 2100, 925 West Georgia Street, 
Vancouver, BC V6C 3L2, (604) 659-8200; in Europe, Raymond James Euro Equities SAS (also trading as Raymond James International), 40, rue La Boetie, 75008, Paris, France, +33 1 45 64 
0500, and Raymond James Financial International Ltd., Broadwalk House, 5 Appold Street, London, England EC2A 2AG, +44 203 798 5600. 

 

This document is not directed to, or intended for distribution to or use by, any person or entity that is a citizen or resident of or located in any locality, state, country, or other jurisdiction 
where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to law or regulation.  The securities discussed in this document may not be eligible for sale in some jurisdictions.  
This research is not an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any security in any jurisdiction where such an offer or solicitation would be illegal.  It does not constitute a personal 
recommendation or take into account the particular investment objectives, financial situations, or needs of individual clients.  Past performance is not a guide to future performance, 
future returns are not guaranteed, and a loss of original capital may occur.  Investors should consider this report as only a single factor in making their investment decision. 

For clients in the United States: Any foreign securities discussed in this report are generally not eligible for sale in the U.S. unless they are listed on a U.S. exchange.  This report is being 
provided to you for informational purposes only and does not represent a solicitation for the purchase or sale of a security in any state where such a solicitation would be illegal.  Investing in 
securities of issuers organized outside of the U.S., including ADRs, may entail certain risks.  The securities of non-U.S. issuers may not be registered with, nor be subject to the reporting 
requirements of, the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission.  There may be limited information available on such securities.  Investors who have received this report may be prohibited in 
certain states or other jurisdictions from purchasing the securities mentioned in this report.  Please ask your Financial Advisor for additional details and to determine if a particular security is 
eligible for purchase in your state.  

The information provided is as of the date above and subject to change, and it should not be deemed a recommendation to buy or sell any security. Certain information has been obtained 
from third-party sources we consider reliable, but we do not guarantee that such information is accurate or complete. Persons within the Raymond James family of companies may have 
information that is not available to the contributors of the information contained in this publication. Raymond James, including affiliates and employees, may execute transactions in the 
securities listed in this publication that may not be consistent with the ratings appearing in this publication.   

Raymond James (“RJ”) research reports are disseminated and available to RJ’s retail and institutional clients simultaneously via electronic publication to RJ's internal proprietary websites 
(RJ Investor Access & RJ Capital Markets). Not all research reports are directly distributed to clients or third-party aggregators. Certain research reports may only be disseminated on RJ's 
internal proprietary websites; however such research reports will not contain estimates or changes to earnings forecasts, target price, valuation, or investment or suitability rating. 
Individual Research Analysts may also opt to circulate published research to one or more clients electronically. This electronic communication distribution is discretionary and is done only 
after the research has been publically disseminated via RJ’s internal proprietary websites. The level and types of communications provided by Research Analysts to clients may vary 
depending on various factors including, but not limited to, the client’s individual preference as to the frequency and manner of receiving communications from Research Analysts. For 
research reports, models, or other data available on a particular security, please contact your RJ Sales Representative or visit RJ Investor Access or RJ Capital Markets. 

Links to third-party websites are being provided for information purposes only.  Raymond James is not affiliated with and does not endorse, authorize, or sponsor any of the listed 
websites or their respective sponsors.  Raymond James is not responsible for the content of any third-party website or the collection or use of information regarding any website’s users 
and/or members. 

Additional information is available on request. 

 

 

Simple Moving Average (SMA) - A simple, or arithmetic, moving average is calculated by adding the closing price of the security for a number of time periods and then dividing this total by the 
number of time periods. 
Exponential Moving Average (EMA) - A type of moving average that is similar to a simple moving average, except that more weight is given to the latest data. 
Relative Strength Index (RSI) - The Relative Strength Index is a technical momentum indicator that compares the magnitude of recent gains to recent losses in an attempt to determine 
overbought and oversold conditions of an asset. 
 

https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__investoraccess.rjf.com_&d=CwMFAg&c=Od00qP2XTg0tXf_H69-T2w&r=rNefLiWFkSilhqVDo70w43i53TsltTjCWk3T7beArK4&m=PC3IXwh9yes797fhP8lxVmKOzaJCoi7yXoDL8EwSFBo&s=y3WQdEai7OJL0j0ejHq1auUdg8kPQfDCBMkmD2HMOkE&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__www.rjcapitalmarkets.com_Logon_Index&d=CwMFAg&c=Od00qP2XTg0tXf_H69-T2w&r=rNefLiWFkSilhqVDo70w43i53TsltTjCWk3T7beArK4&m=PC3IXwh9yes797fhP8lxVmKOzaJCoi7yXoDL8EwSFBo&s=mLGRTdxZ5EwPQ9maeBsF0fvXad1Tt0SL_21LNPN2LVA&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__investoraccess.rjf.com_&d=CwMFAg&c=Od00qP2XTg0tXf_H69-T2w&r=rNefLiWFkSilhqVDo70w43i53TsltTjCWk3T7beArK4&m=PC3IXwh9yes797fhP8lxVmKOzaJCoi7yXoDL8EwSFBo&s=y3WQdEai7OJL0j0ejHq1auUdg8kPQfDCBMkmD2HMOkE&e=
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International securities involve additional risks such as currency fluctuations, differing financial accounting standards, and possible political and economic instability.  These risks are 
greater in emerging markets. 

Small-cap stocks generally involve greater risks.  Dividends are not guaranteed and will fluctuate.  Past performance may not be indicative of future results.  

 

Investors should consider the investment objectives, risks, and charges and expenses of mutual funds and exchange-traded funds carefully before investing. The prospectus contains 
this and other information about mutual funds and exchange –traded funds. The prospectus is available from your financial advisor and should be read carefully before investing. 

Not approved for rollover solicitations. 

 

For clients in the United Kingdom: 

For clients of Raymond James Financial International Limited (RJFI): This document and any investment to which this document relates is intended for the sole use of the persons to 
whom it is addressed, being persons who are Eligible Counterparties or Professional Clients as described in the FCA rules or persons described in Articles 19(5) (Investment professionals) 
or 49(2) (High net worth companies, unincorporated associations etc) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (as amended) or any other person 
to whom this promotion may lawfully be directed.  It is not intended to be distributed or passed on, directly or indirectly, to any other class of persons and may not be relied upon by such 
persons and is therefore not intended for private individuals or those who would be classified as Retail Clients. 

For clients of Raymond James Investment Services, Ltd.: This report is for the use of professional investment advisers and managers and is not intended for use by clients. 

For purposes of the Financial Conduct Authority requirements, this research report is classified as independent with respect to conflict of interest management. RJFI, and Raymond James 
Investment Services, Ltd. are authorised and regulated  by the Financial Conduct Authority in  the United Kingdom. 

For clients in France: 

This document and any investment to which this document relates is intended for the sole use of the persons to whom it is addressed, being persons who are Eligible Counterparties or 
Professional Clients as described in “Code Monétaire et Financier” and Règlement Général de l’Autorité des Marchés Financiers. It is not intended to be distributed or passed on, directly 
or indirectly, to any other class of persons and may not be relied upon by such persons and is therefore not intended for private individuals or those who would be classified as Retail 
Clients. 

For clients of Raymond James Euro Equities: Raymond James Euro Equities is authorised and regulated by the Autorité de Contrôle Prudentiel et de Résolution and the Autorité des 
Marchés Financiers. 

 

For institutional clients in the European Economic Area (EEA) outside of the United Kingdom:  

This document (and any attachments or exhibits hereto) is intended only for EEA institutional clients or others to whom it may lawfully be submitted. 

 

For Canadian clients:  

This report is not prepared subject to Canadian disclosure requirements, unless a Canadian analyst has contributed to the content of the report.  In the case where there is Canadian 
analyst contribution, the report meets all applicable IIROC disclosure requirements. 

 

Proprietary Rights Notice: By accepting a copy of this report, you acknowledge and agree as follows: 

This report is provided to clients of Raymond James only for your personal, noncommercial use. Except as expressly authorized by Raymond James, you may not copy, reproduce, transmit, 
sell, display, distribute, publish, broadcast, circulate, modify, disseminate or commercially exploit the information contained in this report, in printed, electronic or any other form, in any 
manner, without the prior express written consent of Raymond James. You also agree not to use the information provided in this report for any unlawful purpose. This is RJA client relea sable research 

This report and its contents are the property of Raymond James and are protected by applicable copyright, trade secret or other intellectual property laws (of the United States and other 
countries). United States law, 17 U.S.C. Sec.501 et seq, provides for civil and criminal penalties for copyright infringement. No copyright claimed in incorporated U.S. government works. 

 


